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What is discrimination?
– In plain English, to "discriminate" means to distinguish, single out, or make a distinction. In everyday life,

when faced with more than one option, we discriminate in arriving at almost every decision we make. But

in the context of civil rights law.

– Age

– Disability

– Ethnicity

– Gender

– Marital status

– National origin

– Race,

– Religion, and

– Sexual orientation.



Racism is far from Being a 

thing of the past in Spain
Racism in Spain can be traced to any historical era, whereby social, economic and political

conflict has efficiently been justified through racial difference, be it is, in the sense of racism, 

as an ideology or as simple attitudes or behaviors towards those perceived as different.



Discrimination in Granada
– In Spain there is more discrimination towards Muslims than other cultures or

ethnic groups , one of the cases is beacause of the yihadist attacks that have

ocurred during these past years.

– For example, in August 20th 2017 in Granada an attack to a mosque took place

by the collective Hogar social, which is characterized as being a very racist.

http://www.granadadigital.es/el-colectivo-hogar-social-lanza-botes-de-humo-en-la-mezquita-de-granada-video/
http://www.granadadigital.es/el-colectivo-hogar-social-lanza-botes-de-humo-en-la-mezquita-de-granada-video/
http://granadaesnoticia.com/la-mezquita-mayor-la-capital-presenta-denuncia-tras-ataque-sufrido-jovenes-radicales/
http://granadaesnoticia.com/la-mezquita-mayor-la-capital-presenta-denuncia-tras-ataque-sufrido-jovenes-radicales/


Some cases…

A young woman of 20 years old is preparing to take a flight from Barcelona to London with her parents.

while the rest of the passengers pass control of the airline, the girl is removed from the boarding queue.

People get on board with total normality while the family is required exclusively the documentation. After

several minutes, they allow the passengers to pass while the girl stands at the end the line. The girl has

dark skin and wears a veil. Coincidence? I don’t think so.



“Everything happened one sunny morning in Barcelona. A friend and I were in a

bank, chatting, when suddenly a police car stood next to us. One of the agents

asked us to identify ourselves. We did it, and immediately as a citizen I asked the

police man what was the reason. He answered that this would not have happened

if I was a german tourist, then I asked if it was because of my skin color and he said

yes, he did it because I was black”



– Before talking badly about someone, you always have to look at yourself. a person who discriminates, is an addition

to the ignorance that he has, because if he was informed he would know that the person who is discriminating is

just a person like him, obviously different, because if we are all equal the world would be a chaos, discriminate

because he does not know how to look at his faults first. So instead of wasting time observing the faults of the

others, we could take advantage of that time doing something more useful. Discrimination can be suffered by any

person and at any time and place.

– It is wrong to discriminate and, worse, when you are who discriminates. That is why it is so important that we avoid

doing it.

– Many times it is done without intention, because it sounds funny, or perhaps when talking one does not notice that 

it can make the other feels bad.

– For me, the one who discriminates has a blank mind, because if he understood the equality of rights that we all 

possess and what human dignity means, he would not do it.

Rhita’s opinion

https://blog.oxfamintermon.org/algunos-tipos-de-discriminacion-a-combatir/
https://blog.oxfamintermon.org/algunos-tipos-de-discriminacion-a-combatir/


Lidia’s opinion

– In my opinion, racism is something that should not exist since it closes many

doors to people. You do not have to make importance in colour, race, sexual

orientation, country or different way of thinking to have opportunities to live

and survive in life. We must all have the same opportunities as a person.

– Do not discriminate against anyone, my final sentence is:

– "Do not do to others what you do not like to be done to you"

http://www.granadahoy.com/granada/Granada-reacciona-denuncia-ataque-Mezquita_0_1165383631.html
http://www.granadahoy.com/granada/Granada-reacciona-denuncia-ataque-Mezquita_0_1165383631.html

